
Adam J. Lewis Academy

Rise Up & Write!

AJLA "Rise Up & Write" is a space for students of all ages to celebrate the writing that they have
been working on at school. From  building  foundational literacy skills to  practicing creative writing-
AJLA students cover it all! Please enjoy our class writing features, each displaying developmentally
appropriate technique through drawing, letter formation, and spelling. Nurturing the progress of
skills is our goal- not perfection!

www.ajlacademy.org

WELCOME!

First Graders have been reading
research texts about animals to practice
their note taking and identification of
nonfiction text features. Using their five
senses as guides, students noted
important information to describe the
appearances, habitats, and diets of
animals that pioneers may have seen on
the Oregon Trail. They learned that
pioneers on the trail took notes in their
journals to share their experiences
encountering new plants, animals, and
people. Students compiled their notes to
create informational animal reports to
add to their very own exploration
journals!

First Grade
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Fourth/Fifth East & West
The Fourth Graders have been working on informational reports about Medieval Times. They selected a
topic, did research, collected notes, and organized their thinking in outlines. They put it all together in a
draft, which they edited and revised. After all that, they were able to type up the final version and add
images to accompany their writing! Here you can see some of the different stages of our writing process.
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The Fifth Graders showed off their knowledge of medieval knights and castles with a short writing piece
about why they were important. They collected evidence from their reading and explained their thinking!

By Miguel

By Sophia

By Azucena

By Pedro
By David



Third Grade
To celebrate Black History Month, Third Graders have studied
influential Black figures throughout time. We recently spent time
learning about the artist, activist, and storyteller, Faith Ringgold.
She is famous for creating story quilts, often depicting her time
growing up in Harlem. Third Graders were inspired by her story,
“Tar Beach,” and created their own writing about a place they
would like to “fly over” and make theirs forever. 
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Second Grade
In Second Grade, students are learning about Ancient Egypt! They have learned lots of facts about the
building of the Great Pyramids, the invention of shadow clocks, and the importance of the Nile River to the
Ancient Egyptians. Third Graders will be learning about Egypt and the continent of Africa this coming
month, so Second Graders decided to write letters to teach Third Grade what they have learned!
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